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RENOVATING YOUR BATHROOM? DO YOU WANT TO
TRANSFORM YOUR BATHROOM WITHOUT A HITCH?
Let's take a look at 5 key items you need to consider before you
start renovating your bathroom space!

To help us start this journey, SIDLER has been honoured to have Robert Capar
who is the owner of the award-winning construction and contracting firm,
maison d’etre to provide his expertise and insight into this.

ROBERT CAPAR, OWNER OF MAISON D'ETRE

There are certain key things to consider when you renovate or remodel
your bathroom to create your new dream space.

When it comes to bathroom renovation or remodeling you will have to think
about so many factors such as, paint colours, tile, flooring, counter-tops, toilets
and cabinetry, and fixtures. We also think about the style of design aesthetic
we want for our bathroom space such as modern, contemporary, minimalist,
industrial, mid-century, modern or traditional, etc.
But, before you start your bathroom project, here are the TOP 5 KEY ITEMS to
keep in mind first!

PROJECT SCOPE
A new bathroom or a bathroom facelift is something many homeowners dream
of. And this new bathroom renovation/remodel you envision can be a dream
come true. The question is where to start?
Before you begin your new bathroom project, some initial questions need to be
asked. Are you planning to just add a few touch-ups to update your bathroom or
are you looking to do a full renovation or remodel with all new fixtures and
finishes?
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To a degree your budget will also dictate certain items and the scope of your
bathroom project. A basic superficial update can start at $15,000 while, a
standard complete renovation or remodel can range between $30,000 to
$50,000. Also, you should keep in mind there will be a lot of people involved in
your renovation such as, general labourers, electricians, plumbers, tile installers
and finishers, which add to the overall cost. Then there are the finishes to
consider such as, tiles, stone, plumbing fixtures and cabinetry, and general
finishing products such as towel bars and lighting. For example, the price range
for a toilet can be anywhere from $300.00 to $10,000 where the higher cost
options offer a range of bells and whistles for those who have a healthy
pocketbook!

SHOWER OR BATHTUB
For some homeowners, the decision to choose between a shower or tub is
irrelevant as they have a large room to accommodate both features. But for
others, it’s a choice of one or the other. And for those concerned with mobility or
access, curbless showers with a bench are fantastic design options. The
curbless shower offers accessibility and functionality to any bathroom. But there
are still those who insist on a tub, which can either be stand alone or integrated
with a shower.
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Some homeowners are concerned about the resale value of their home if they
don’t include both options in their new bathroom project. In my 25 years of
experience in home renovation and remodeling; my input to the shower versus
bathtub debate is over 90% of our clients choose the shower option. So,
homeowners don’t need to worry about the resale value if they can only choose
one option given the majority of the population seem to lean towards just a
walk-in shower. Ultimately, it is always best to just go with what you want in
your new bathroom project.
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STORAGE
Unless you are one of the fortunate ones with a large room to play with, most
will need to consider functionality such as storage in your bathroom for all of
your bathroom toiletries and necessities.
Most developers keep within a budget of minimizing costs when building, which
can affect functionality leading to homeowners wanting to renovate. For
example, the large mirror covering most of the wall space above the bathroom
vanity is a common mirror style used as it is a low-cost item, which is easy to
install, but serves little purpose

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET WITH FUNCTIONAL LIGHTING AND STORAGE
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Therefore, functional storage options such as, a mirrored medicine cabinet
serves double duty as both a mirror and accessible storage space. Many
mirrored cabinets also include integrated lighting for a very minimalist and
functional added feature. These cabinets can be centered over a sink with
additional side-mirror kits expanded to create that large mirror effect or they can
be recess mounted into the wall for a more flush, seamless look. Some mirrored
medicine cabinets also have other great features and options from built in
magnifying mirrors, outlets, and USB ports to built-in TV’s!
And with the addition of drawers to the vanity cabinet or adding a full height
cabinet to hold towels and other supplies, these options will further boost
functional storage in your bathroom.

STYLE

Knowing your usage requirements for your bathroom is another key factor
before you do your bathroom makeover. Your usage and functional needs
dictate the bathroom design.
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For example, if you only have a toothbrush and towel then a minimalist design
will work for you. Design options such as, floating cabinets and toilets can
create a modern, minimalist style and functionally, which creates a ‘clean’
design and adds to the ease of cleaning.
Custom tiles and modular sink units can be designed for those with a hefty
budget. Accents such as, heated towel bars, in-wall storage units and lighting
effects or UV cleaning light technology can all work to create your custom
space. With the assistance and guidance in working with your designer, a
variety of options can be explored and the associated costs in designing your
new space can be outlined.

ACCESSIBILITY
Curbless showers are great at providing ease of access for those with mobility
issues, which is a current go-to design option with future longevity. However,
there are situations where the option for a curbless shower is not always
feasible. Therefore, it is beneficial to consult with your contractor to determine if
this is a possible option in your home or to explore other options to create
accessibility in your bathroom.
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SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET WITH MOOD AND TASK
LIGHTING

Also, consider lighting as well. Various lighting options provide task lighting for
functionality or more atmospheric lighting to create a certain mood in your
bathroom. And varied lighting options also address light quality, ambience, and

brightness. All these considerations influence accessibility.
Lighting especially becomes more critical as we age. So, consider installing
more than one lighting option in your bathroom such as, pot lighting, wall
sconces and night lights with dimmable functionality to create a room with
multiple and accessible functionalities. For example, turn on your dimmable pot
lights with ambient, warm hues for some relaxing ‘spa time’ in your bathroom.
Or turn on your ‘above the sink’ wall or ceiling mounted crisp, white light, or
your mirrored medicine cabinet’s integrated lighting for the ‘task’ lighting
needed for make-up application, tweezing your eyebrows or shaving.

CONCLUSION
These are just a few key items to consider before you start your bathroom
renovation/remodel project. And the value of a good designer and contractor
who has a wealth of expertise and knowledge can positively influence your
project. These experts are such a great source of information given they know
the ins and outs of the various products and materials available in the market.
If you are going to invest in a bathroom transformation, you don’t want to start
with missing some key information only to get to the end of the project and
encounter issues where you then realize these key items were crucial. So, the
first, main step is to consult, gather and utilize the many resources of
information available in order to help you map out a plan of action, which
includes all the key items you need to consider for your bathroom
renovation/remodel project.
Here are some articles that also provide more great tips on what you need
to know for your new bathroom renovation or remodel project.
1) HOUZZ article.
2) This Old House article.
3)Forbes article.

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE WORLD

SIDLER HAS A BRAND NEW MIRRORED CABINET
COLLECTION!
INTRODUCING THE NEW XAMO COLLECTION!
COMING SOON IN LATE AUGUST 2021!

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

A CONTEMPORARY DESIGN WITH MODERN FUNCTIONALITY!
The SIDLER® Xamo embodies the functionality of modern convenience
combined with contemporary design.

This mirrored medicine cabinet can be recess or surface mounted where both
options highlight the beautiful design of this collection. The SIDLER® Xamo has
been implemented with its own innovative, proprietary flange component
(SCU), which guarantees a finished edge when recessed.
SIDLER® Xamo’s modern functionality is showcased by its sleek, dimmable
light design, which provides optimum illumination for your bathroom. And the
interior light cover finishes the cabinet with seamless design and functionality
illuminating the interior.
SIDLER® Xamo utilizes SIDLERS®’s own proprietary LED’s with a colour
rendering index of CRI≥90, which provides the perfect light conditions to
brighten and sharpen your reflection.
SIDLER® Xamo is a perfect design functionality solution for your bathroom!

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

HIGHLIGHTS AND BENEFITS
• Integrated LED lighting system
• Available in different LED light temperatures
• Dimmable 0-10V (dimmer switch not provided)
• No deslivering or deterioration with the SILVERLASTING™ double-sided
mirror door
• Authentic soft-close with concealed, BLUM® hinges
• Functional storage and customization with patented shelf-adjustment system

• Accessories included such as, magnifying mirror (2.5X) and cosmetic box
• Mirrored back wall
• Anodized aluminum body
• Recessed or surface mounted
• Optional integrated GFCI outlet and night light (operated via internal switch)

XAMO MIRRORED CABINET FEATURES

XAMO 3000K AND 4000K TEMPERATURE LIGHT

OPTIONS
• Mounting kit including, side mirrors for surface mount application
• Available in 3000K or 4000K light temperature
• Available with or without GFCI outlet and nightlight

MODEL DIMENSIONS

XAMO MODEL DIMENSIONS

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

The SIDLER® Xamo is available in two designs:
Basic Style - Dimmable, top light only.
Deluxe Style - GFCI outlet plus, dimmable top light and bottom nightlight.

CHECK OUT THE XAMO ON OUR WEBSITE HERE!
WHERE TO BUY? FIND A DEALER CLOSE TO YOU HERE!

WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!
ENTER A PRIZE DRAW!
HOW? PLEASE SEE THE DETAILS BELOW!
==========

PLEASE POST A REVIEW ABOUT SIDLER ON HOUZZ!
Please visit our HOUZZ page and post a review. The more reviews, the more
everyone can find out about SIDLER!
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler

ONCE YOU POST A REVIEW YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A PRIZE DRAW TO WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!!
THE DRAW ENDS ON AUGUST 31, 2021
*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET

This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!

FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with
your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!
Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark
Marketing and Communications Manager
SIDLER International Ltd.
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